
TODAY, I GIVE UP TRYING

Chapter: 1471

Longya!

One of the Chinese Special Army!

Among them, the sergeants are all elites among the elites. They are

called China’s sharpest war spear, so they are called dragon teeth!

Huaxia, a weapon specially used to bite the enemy!

And the old man in front of him was the one who created Xu

Longxiang with one hand, and he was a respected existence in the

entire Chinese military world.

Although his status is inferior to the four major military seats, in terms

of seniority, all the four major military seats have to honor him.

However, everyone did not expect that even Longya would come to

participate in today’s release meeting!

Even more!

Even Xu Longxiang’s virtuous existence is here. This is incredible. It

makes everyone feel like they are dreaming. They can’t believe it!

Even Lin Chentao at this time, after seeing Xu Longxiang’s arrival, his

face was instantly gloomy.

Shocked and disturbed!

At this time, Long Jiu already knew what was going on, and greeted

him with a smile:

“Old Xu, I don’t think you are here too, please come in quickly!”

This ninety-year-old man smiled honestly, but he didn’t move. Instead,

he said:

“My Longya was invited by Lin Zuo to come to participate in the

release of the new Bai family!”

boom!

In a word, the whole audience trembled completely!

“Old Xu, did you make a mistake? Who was the invitation you just

said?”

Dong Mingfeng asked in fear, his nervous voice went dumb.

Is this release meeting really arranged by Lin Zuo?

How could the existence of Lin Zuo’s power over the world care about

a Xiaoxin Bai family?

Even summoned all the big guys for them to join the release party?

This is simply an illusion!

More than him!

Zhu Zhide’s family was also completely dumbfounded at this moment,

and there was a deep panic in their eyes.

Today’s release meeting was actually arranged by Lin Zuo?

At this time, they were almost scared to pee.

“Zhu Zhide, did you hear what they said? They said that this release

meeting was held by Lin Zuo. You insulted him just now, wouldn’t it

be…”

Shen Yuzhi was horrified and said in a panic.

On the side, Zhu Zhide was also petrified, his eyes dull, and he

couldn’t say a word.

Shocked!

At this time, Zhu Zhide’s family was completely frightened!

The Xu Long elephants have already arrived, so is this release meeting

really held by Lin Zuo?

Then they coaxed this release meeting!

A coffin was also sent. If this is to let Lin Zuo know, then they…

Thinking of this, Zhu Ru’s family was almost paralyzed in fright, with a

deep horror on his face, staring at Xu Longxiang.

At this time, they were uneasy to the extreme, and a terrible guess

suddenly appeared in their hearts!

At this time, Xu Longxiang smiled and said:

“I didn’t come to the wrong place. It was indeed Lin Zuo who invited

me to participate in the release of the new Bai family!”

boom!

This sentence was like a burst, and it exploded wildly in the minds of

everyone!

It’s really an order from Lin Zuo!

Upon hearing this, Zhu Zhide’s family, Lin Chentao, and Dong

Mingfeng, as if they were being struck by electricity, dropped to the

ground with a thump.

In those eyes, there is a deep unbelievable!

Bai Yi, actually know Lin Zuo?

how can that be?

You know, even the Lin family had a few talks with Lin Zuo and

wanted to reach a cooperation, but Lin Zuo ignored it.

But now, Lin Zuo even used his energy for a little new Baishi?

Now, in everyone’s mind, what Lin Fan said to Lin Chentao just now

echoed:

“Lin Chentao, you will regret it!”

There was no one who took Lin Fan’s words to his heart just now, and

even felt that Lin Fan was uttering wild words and seeking his own way.

But now, everyone realized why Lin Fan was so confident, because

behind him stood the famous Lin Zuo.

This kind of existence, even if Lin Chentao saw it, he would have to

bow down and call him Lin Zuo respectfully!

If he wanted to keep the New Bai family, even the Lin family wouldn’t

dare to act rashly.

At this moment, everyone was completely dumbfounded!

In those eyes, there was a thick astonishment, and it was difficult to

accept the scene in front of him.

“It’s over… it’s over! This release meeting was actually held by Lin

Zuo?”

Zhu Zhide’s legs shivered uncontrollably, his face as gray as death.

“We dare to disrupt Lin Zuo’s release meeting, this is looking for

death!”
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